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Second Cuming is a hard driving, dark pop glam metal album filled with great screaming guitar hooks and

heavy drums. Vocals ala Jessica Rabbit remind of girly pop punk meets cocky dark brooding sound of

sensuality. 13 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock, ROCK: Glam Details: DO YOU LIKE EROTICA? DO YOU

LIKE ROCK AND ROLL? THEN YOU'LL LOVE EROCKTICA! Like KISS in the 70's, Erocktica is a

THEATRICAL, OVER THE TOP, VISUAL live act with ANTHEMIC POP METAL, yet, differing from Kiss,

Erocktica is the merging of SEX and ROCK 'n ROLL in one band! You never know what will happen at an

Erocktica show! One thing's for certain, Erocktica will TITILLATE you with pure ENTERTAINMENT that's

guaranteed to STIMULATE! Erocktica takes it to the limit with SIZZLING live performances that entice

onlookers to CAST FREE THE SOCIETY-IMPOSED CHAINS OF SEXUAL REPRESSION and join in the

EROTIC CIRCUS! Building of a Supergroup. . . Formerly known as PORN ROCK in the United States

and EROCKTICA in Europe, the band changed their name officially to EROCKTICA as of January 2004

due to the overwhelming response the band received as EROCKTICA both in Europe and worldwide.

EROCKTICA made their first trip over to Europe in summer 2002. Brought over by the Bold Brothers to

tour Holland, Erocktica performed for over 3,000 people at the Oerkracht Festival on their first European

tour. Originating from New York City, the band performed their first full live show in 2000 at the legendary

East Village club CBGBs, whose historical stage has been graced by the Ramones, the Plasmatics, Iggy

Pop, Joan Jett and Blondie. From then on they built a loyal world following in the United States from

Boston to Miami and New York to LA, and subsequently in Europe from Helsinki to Milan and Barcelona

to Amsterdam -shocking crowds with their wild antics and pleasing with their entertaining brand of rock

and roll. EROCKTICA has headlined events in the United States such as THE Porn Rock Ball, Mondo

Porno in New York City, the EAT-M Convention in Las Vegas, and the legendary Coney Island Sideshow.

In Europe they have headlined erotic conventions for thousands of fans such as EXTASIA in Zurich,

Switzerland and EROTS in Riga, Latvia. The band has also opened for such known hard rock acts as

Warrant, LA Guns, Faster Pussycat, Poisons CC Deville and Satanicide. Notorious celebrities such as

Moby, Gene Simmons of Kiss, Lemmy of Motorhead and the legendary Jayne County are only a few
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among the throngs of devoted fans, participants and artists who follow the group. EROCKTICA had made

friends and fans all over the United States with their musical erotic spectacle before becoming an

international act. In fall 2003 the band went back to Europe on their second tour and due to the success

of that tour, EROCKTICA teamed up with PJB ENTERPRISES based in Vasa, Finland. In December

2003 EROCKTICA returned to Finland and recorded their first full length album, Porn Again, that contains

such erotically charged originals as Naked, Ice Cream and 38D. EROCKTICA worked diligently with their

European partners at PJB and the Bold Brothers to build a mass sensation in Europe. In 2006 at the

Azzardato Agency in the Netherlands. EROCKTICA has now charged into 2007 with full force and are

destined to become a super group worldwide. Having recorded their new album, Second Cuming last

August again in Vasa, Finland, and mastered it in the USA at famed Frankford Wayne Studios in New

York City, Second Cuming is the culmination of great musical talent combined with brooding sensual

vocals, and erotic lyrics that mix philosophy, sex, and rock n roll. Working on their much anticipated DVD

entitled Second Cuming: EROCKTICA live in New York City due out in October 2007, EROCKTICA is

alive and ready to spread the message of free speech, intolerance of censorship, and sex, love and rock

n roll world wide. SECOND CUMING is the second album by EROCKTICA, and comes with a heavier

guitar edge and fierce pounding drums, and a darker side of the glory of sex and rock n roll in one album.

Sensuous vocals and great hooks keep this album rocking from start to finish. The quintessential porn

rock band with the ultimate hard rock album. Wendy O Williams meets Jessica rabbit meets Motley Crue

and Guns and Roses. This album brings you back to when going to a rock n roll show was an EVENT! So

here is the , Second Cuming  "EROCKTICA, the NYC based shock/glam/porn band led by erotic dancer

Pink Snow, is taking the sex part of sex, drugs and rock n roll to the next level. With a stage show that at

times seems like an all out orgy, this erotic art outfit is winning fans worldwide. And unlike some of their

peers, this band is the real deal, they really can play. With a penchant for descriptive sexually explicit

lyrics, this band stops at nothing to get exposure even if it means exposing themselves." -

Glam-Metal.com
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